
Essential Maintenance Checks

Every now and then it is good to go over some of the basic things that lots of riders take
for granted. As with every other aspect of our lives we sometimes tend to be a little less
diligent about looking after some important things that will keep us safe in the long run.
And bike maintenance, all too often, can to fall into this category.

The following are a few reminders for all of us as to some of the things that we should
be diligent about looking after on our bikes. We already do a quick visual check around the
bike before every ride, right?

Daily Checks:

These checks should be made before every ride. They will only take a
couple of minutes and will help ensure that a potential problem doesn’t go
unnoticed.

1) Engine Oil: It is important to ensure that the oil level doesn’t drop below
the minimum marker. An engine in good condition will use very little oil
between changes, but running the engine with a low oil level will destroy it
in a matter of minutes.

2) Tires: The correct tire pressure is essential on a bike. Always check tire
pressure with the tires cold – as before every ride. Give each tire a quick
visual check for any damage or wear. Use a good pressure gauge and check
both tires. Make sure you know what the pressure should be – depending
on whether you’re riding one or two-up. Use your air compressor if the tires
are low.

3) Coolant & Brake Fluid: If your bike is liquid cooled check the coolant
level on the reservoir and also check the reservoir window on the master
brake cylinder. Note the colour of the brake fluid as well, it should be clean
and clear, if it starts to get dark or cloudy then it’s time to change it.

4) Drive Chain: If your bike is chain driven it is important that the chain is
well lubricated and does not have too much free play. If the chain looks dry
give it a quick squirt of aerosol chain lube.

5) Steering & Suspension: Check that the steering moves smoothly when
the handlebars are turned from side to side. Also check that the front & rear
suspension operates smoothly when you sit on the bike.

6) Lights & Horn: When you’re getting ready to go for a ride and you’ve
fired the bike up, while you’re waiting for it to warm up it is a good time to
check all of your lights. Check your headlight, both high & low beam, turn
signals – both left & right and front & rear, as well as your brake light. Make
sure both the brake pedal and hand grip activate the brake light and that
both function smoothly. Give the horn a quick toot to make sure it works –
you never know when you might need it.
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